SYNOPSIS
1. Title of the project:
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

2. Objective of the project:
To develop a web based application which can be used to manage the
contents hosted on a web site.
Electronic Document Management System is providing services in the areas of
providing information to the different areas such as Development, Business,
Management, Technology etc.
Electronic Document Management System is divided into two major halves.
 Content Creation/Hosting: This is administration section of the site where
the content is created by a group of professionals possessing different
specialization. This section is divided in four stages.





Authoring
Editing
Approving
Deploying

After going through these four phases of content management the content
is available to the users. Each content is placed in one of the three different
categories.

 Content View: The content to be view is divided into three halves.

 Developer Content
 Manager Content
 Protected Content
The Protected content is login protected whereas the other two are open to all.
Intended Audience: Content Managers

3. Project category:
The Project category is Web Data Management (Content Management)
developed in ASP.Net with MS-SQL Server. Language used is C#.

4. Language and software tool used:
●
●
●

Front End : C#
Operating System : Window 7
Back End : Microsoft SQL Server 2008

5. Modules:
The software has different modules which help it to achieve its objectives, those
are:


Account management:
Using this part of an application the administrator can view the list of users and their
area of specialization. The administrator can create a new users, modify existing user.
An administrator provides permission to the newly created user by placing the new user
into set of roles such as a author, approver, editor or deploy. This part of the
application is only accessible to the administrator.



Utilities:
Utilities section of the application is used to shut down the site for the normal person to
browse as well as to up the site back for its use.



Authoring:
An administrator or a person with the author privileges can access this part of the
application. This part of the application includes creating new content in the form of
stories which is normally done by the developers or content writers.
The newly created content may include no of notes which will guide the editor at the
time of editing the content. The newly created content then can be posted to editor for
editing.



Editor:
An editor receives the content posted by the author. An editor can view the content and
later post the content to a new revision or to an existing revision. If content is found
unsuitable to the cause the content is returned back to the author. This part of the
application can be explored only by an administrator or the users who possess an editor
privilege. The editor can withdraw the content from being hosted if found unfit for
hosting.



Approver:
An approver is a person who will approve the contents to be hosted on the site. An
approver can approve the content to the deploy section or Discontinue the content
usage or return the content back to the editor for revision. The returned content should
accompany with a message to the editor regarding the revision in the content. This part
of the application can be accessed by the administrator of the person who possesses an
Approver privilege.



Deploy:
This area of the application includes the deployment part of an application. A deploy
person can view the content before deploying it. The person can also return the content
if found unfit to be hosted on the site. The returned content is sent back to the
approver. The deployment of the content includes the content to be placed in specific

area of the hosting environment. The hosting environment is divided into three
categories. The Deploy content, the manager content, the protected content. These
categories are subdivided into no of sections.



Administrator:
An administrator has all the privileges that of the guest as well as the normal registered
user. Along with these common features an administrator has the administrator related
features such as creating new users and granting roles to those newly created users. The
roles granted by the administrator cannot be changes by the user. An administrator can
create new user as a guest or as a user or an administrator. The access levels are as per
the grants done by the administrator.
An administrator can also be part of a team and could lead a project team this is
possible only if administrator when building a team includes himself in the team section.
If included as a manager he is not a part of the team but supervisor of the team.
The register option on the homepage of the application is provided only to register a
new user as a guest.

6. Hardware requirement:
●
●
●

Operating system: Window 7
Hard disks: 40GB
RAM: 256 MB

7. Software requirement:
●
●
●

C#
.Net Framework
MS SQL server 2005

